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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

November 23rd 2020 to November 29th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

11-23-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          The driver was cited for possession of a  

          stolen tag and a gun was found and seized. 

          Consulting with the District Attorney  

          about charges for the gun. 

  

11-23-2020 LPR/Missing Person Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a missing person. 

          We stopped the vehicle at Whitt’s and 

          spoke with the individual.  He stated that 

          Lebanon Police Department removed him 

          from the system that morning.  Lebanon  

          PD confirmed what he said.  He had  

          warrants out of Washington State but they 

          would not extradite. 

                

11-23-2020 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Belle Meade Blvd  Officer stopped a vehicle for speeding. 

          When he approached the vehicle, the 

          driver sped off.  The vehicle was a  

          silver VW Jetta with KY tags.  We did 

          not engage in a pursuit but did notify 

          Metro PD to BOLO for the vehicle but 

          it was never located. 

 

11-24-2020 Officer Investigation 200 Block of Deer Park Circle  We took a theft report.  They had a check 

          stolen from their mailbox.  The investigator 

          was notified. 

 

11-24-2020 Assist Citizen  Westview Ave & Tyne Blvd  We received a report of a disabled car but  

          it was gone on our arrival. 

 

11-24-2020 Assist Other Agency 300 Block of Harding Rd   We assisted Metro Police Department with  

          clearing a business after a break-in. 

 

11-24-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Sunnyside Dr  We were responding to an alarm when  

          Metro PD called and advised that the  

          homeowner called 911 reporting a  

          burglary in progress.  The homeowner was 

          hiding in an upstairs closet waiting on our 

          arrival.  We checked the residence and  

          located an open door on the back of the  

          house.  We searched the house and the  

          homeowner said everything appeared 

          normal.  She forgot to lock the door and  

          it is likely that the wind blew it open. 

 

 

 



 

 

11-26-2020 Suspicious Vehicle West Tyne Blvd & Heady Dr  Officer was flagged down and advised  

          about a van sitting at a construction site 

          with several subjects inside.  The builder 

          was on scene and advised that it was one 

          of his crews.  He told them to go home  

          since they are not allowed to work on a  

          holiday. 

 

11-26-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Belle Meade Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle 

          but was not able to locate it. 

 

11-27-2020 Safety Hazard  4000 Block of East Brookfield  Removed debris from the road. 

 

11-27-2020 Animal   4300 Block of Sunnybrook Dr  Assisted a citizen with removing a snake 

          in their house. 

 

11-27-2020 Officer Investigation 1200 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  We responded to a loud music complaint 

          near the entrance to Percy Warner Park. 

          We checked the area and did not hear or  

          find anything. 

 

11-27-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 100 Block of Bonaventure Pl  We responded to a gray Honda sitting on 

          the side of the road.  We made contact with 

          the driver who was visiting his grandmother 

 

11-28-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Chickering Lane & Chickering Rd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag.  We 

          stopped the vehicle and it was determined 

          that the owner of the vehicle was driving 

          and their tag was stolen and replaced with  

          a stolen tag. 

 

11-29-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We responded with night shift to a reported 

          burglary in progress.  The call came in  

          through Metro as an alarm call.  Then the  

          resident called 911 to say she thought she 

          heard glass breaking.  The call was false. 

 

11-29-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 500 Block of Leake Ave   We responded to a call about a vehicle in  

          Parmer Park.  It was someone getting ready 

          to go walking on the walking path. 

 

11-29-2020 Officer Investigation 1200 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  A resident reported an explosion.  We  

          checked the area and observed there 

          was no electricity on the east side of the 

          roadway.  NES was notified and the power 

          came back on. 

           

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


